Building a mathematical model of the water resources in the Coonoor
Region
Background
The Nilgiris district has a unique place in the state of Tamil Nadu due to its terrain, rich indigenous
culture and being a melting pot of sorts, of people from different parts of the country. Its rich
biodiversity, attested to by the fact that the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve was the first such to be
declared in the country, has attracted tourists from India and abroad in ever increasing numbers.
Apart from Tourism, Tea cultivation is another backbone of the local economy. Over the last two
centuries the native forest and grasslands complex that dominated much of the landscape has given
way to tea and other plantations, farmlands and settlement areas. Although nearly 68% of the
geographical area of the district is under forests, most of it consists of exotic plantations that are a
legacy of British plantation forestry.
Figure 1: Vegetation and Land use map of the Nilgiris District

Table 1: Landuse in the Nilgiris District
S.No
1
2
3
4

Landuse class
Dense forest
Open forest
Forest plantation
Settlement

Area (km2)
1973
1991
656.91 826.59
67.33
8.27
469.2 290.36
7.49
29.11

2009
993.34
116.03
305.41
44.29

Percentage (%)
1973
1991
2009
25.75
32.4
38.93
2.64
0.32
4.55
18.39
11.38
11.97
0.29
1.14
1.74

S.No
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Landuse class
Waterbody/Lake/Reservoir
Tea plantation
Forest blank
Mixed forest
Land with scrub
Barren rock/Stony waste
Industrial/Mining area
Agro-Horticulture plantation
Land without scrub

Area (km2)
1973
1991
32.87
39.51
483.45 471.23
82.59
9.84
248.31 328.75
40.19
23.83
34.31
29.02
2.92
6.71
400.69 477.51
25.32
10.84

2009
29.26
437.55
24.43
239.65
47.65
3.52
1.48
288.63
20.36

Percentage (%)
1973
1991
2009
1.29
1.55
1.15
18.95
18.47
17.15
3.24
0.39
0.96
9.73
12.88
9.39
1.58
0.93
1.87
1.34
1.14
0.14
0.11
0.26
0.06
15.7
18.71
11.31
0.99
0.42
0.8

Source: Landuse / Land cover dynamics study in Nilgiris district part of Western Ghats, Tamilnadu
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Figure 2: Change in land use in the Nilgiris from 1973 to 2009
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The pollution in the Coonoor River is clearly visible to anyone who has gone close to the streams.
The local population largely avoid using the river water and use it mainly as a sewerage line. The
water from the Coonoor River eventually passes near Mettupalayam joining the Bhavani River and
ending up at the Bhavani sagar dam. There is clearly an upstream-downstream dynamic that this
situation represents and there are multiple stakeholders who are involved and are being affected in
different ways by the situation. In order to assess the situation and highlight the magnitude of the
issues of water resources in the area, we chose a modeling and simulation approach that is suited for
influencing policy makers and other stakeholders.
Why simulation model?
Simulation modelling and analysis is the process of creating and experimenting with a computerised
mathematical model (Chung, 2004) imitating the behaviour of a real-world process or system over
time (Banks, 1998). Simulation is used to describe and analyse the behaviour of a system when

asking "what-if" questions about the real system and aid in the design of real systems. (Pedgen et.
al., 1995)
 Gaining insight into the operation of a system
 Developing operating or resource policies to improve system performance
 Testing new concepts and/or systems before implementation
 Obtaining information without disturbing the actual system
(Source: http://forlearn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guide/4_methodology/meth_modelling.htm)
Selecting the location for modeling
Keystone has been working with the indigenous communities in the areas downstream of the
Coonoor town such as Kurumbadi, Puthukad etc. near Barliar for over 15 years. During a meeting
of an advisory group of indigenous community members in Keystone in 2011, the issue of the status
of the Kallaar river was raised. We have also observed that the river has been polluted so much that
the communities do not use its water for any purposes except when there is no alternative. This
prompted us to look at the upstream area in depth and thus this area was chosen as the site for the
project.
Figure 3: Drainage Map of Kallar River

Within the Nilgiris, this area is also representative of tea, tourism and urban-rural dynamics.
The modeling process
We first identified the key hydrological and other parameters that would form the main components
of the model. We then collected secondary data on many of the parameters from institutions such as
CSWCRTI, UPASI, government departments, Municipality of Coonoor etc. We then developed a
schedule for collecting primary data on water use among the people living in villages all over the
region. We collected primary data on water usage and related aspects through a field survey using
this schedule.
Modeling the effects of different types of land use on water resources was at the heart of the model.
Therefore one of the key inputs in the model was current land use pattern. Since we had chosen an

area that did not correspond to any particular administrative unit and we were interested in the
actual land cover rather than the administrative categories, we decided to use remote sensing
imagery (January 2012) that was accessible through google earth as the basis for our land use/cover
classification. The landuse pattern thus derived is given below in table xyz.
Table 2: Land use in Coonoor Region
Category
Tea
Tree Cover
Built up
Farming
Grasslands
Open space
Rock outcrop
Water Body
Total

Area (sq km)
56.4
33.2
11.2
8.3
1.9
0.0
0.2
0.1
111.3

%
50.7
29.8
10.1
7.4
1.7
0.0
0.2
0.1
100.0

51%

30%
Tea
Tree
Cover
Built up
Farming

0%
0%

0%

2%

10%

7%

Source: Visual interpretation of Google Earth Imagery (January 2012)
Figure 4: Imagery from Google with the boundary of our area of interest
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Figure 5: Land Use Map derived from the above imagery

Half the land in the region is under tea cultivation. There is also a sizeable area (30%) under tree
cover most of which is commercial plantation species such as Silver Oak, Wattle, Eucalyptus etc.
Subregions
In order to demonstrate the effect of different land use patterns on the quantity and quality of water
in the region, we identified the main streams flowing into the Kallaar river in Coonoor and
demarcated the catchment of each of these streams. We thus have seven subregions in the Coonoor
region out of which one is downstream of the Coonoor town. The land use patterns of these
subregions are given below in Table 3.
Table 3: Land use in the sub regions of Coonoor region

Region
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Region 4
Region 5
Region 6
Region 7

Open RockTree
Water Grand
Builtup
Farming
Grasslands space outcrop Tea
cover
body
Total
31%
1%
3%
0%
0%
27%
39%
0%
100%
14%
7%
6%
0%
0%
53%
20%
0%
100%
18%
5%
1%
0%
0%
50%
26%
0%
100%
6%
26%
1%
0%
0%
57%
10%
0%
100%
3%
25%
1%
0%
0%
66%
4%
1%
100%
7%
1%
1%
0%
0%
83%
8%
0%
100%
5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
23%
72%
0%
100%
10%
7%
2%
0%
0%
51%
30%
0%
100%

The Simulation Model was developed on Matlab and ported to Freemat, which is a free and open
source software. The parameters used to model the system are given below in Table 4.
Table 4: List of model parameters with data sources
Parameter
a_pars
ac_connect
ad_connect
barea
farea
lprops
nitrate
pop
rain_pattern
tarea
Touprop
Tourism
varea
Vegdeltas1,2,3,
vegstime

Description
Source of data
Aquifer parameters
1,2
Aquifer catchment
Local surveys
Aquifer streams
Local surveys
Builtup area
GIS analysis
Forest area
GIS analysis
Landuse properties for water balance 1,2
Nitrate levels
3
Population
Local surveys
Rainfall Data
Assimilated from local data sources
Tea area
GIS analysis
Tourism proportion for each
6
catchment
Tourism across time footfall
6
Farming area
GIS analysis
Depth of water for irrigation for a
Local surveys,4,2
crop – vegetables
The growing period of the crops in
the 3 seasons
40 & 100 LPD
DDWS, GoI

Domestic and
urban water use
norms
Nitrate safety
40 ppm & 300 ppm
BIS standards
levels
Note: The numbers in the source column denote the serial number of the reference given in the table
below.
Table 5: Sources of data for some of the parameters
S No.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Source
Soil and Water conservation in southern hill regions ofIndia, Proceedings of Working
group Meeting of Soil Conservationists from Southern Hill regions, Edited by V V
Dhruvanarayana et al, 1982
A status report of forest hydrology in India, NIH, 1992
Response to charge questions on Nitrate dilution model, summary report of NJDEP
science advisory board, Weis et al, 2011
The water needed to have Dutch tea, Chapagain and Hoekstra, 2003, UNESCO-IHE
Tea in Tamil Nadu: A commodity study in Nilgiris and Coimbatore districts,
NABARD, Chennai, 2006
Conversion of city corporate plan to Business plan for Coonoor mucinipality, 2007,
Tamil Nadu Urban Infrastructural Financial Services Ltd
The impact of AKRSP(I)’s work in Meghal river basin, Junagadh, Gujarat: A sociotechnical analysis, 2012, Verma and Krishnan

Modeling the aquifer
The parameters used to describe the aquifer are,
1.
Length (a_length) taken from a_pars
2.
Breadth (a_breadth) taken from a_pars
3.
Depth (a_depth) taken from a_pars
4.
Conductivity – K (a_K) taken from a_pars
5.
Specific Yield - Sy (a_sy) taken from a_pars
The derived parameters are,
1.
Area (a_area) = a_breadth.*a_length
2.
Maximum Storage (a_max_storage) = 0.5*a_area.*a_depth.*a_sy
3.
Total Area (total_a) = sum(a_area)
4.
Number of aquifers = length(a_depth). i.e., the number of rows in the a_pars file.
The aquifer area and the catchment area have been taken as being equal. The table ac_connect
defines how the aquifers and catchments are connected. We have also assumed that there is no
aquifer under the streams.
Hydraulic conductivity, symbolically represented as K, is a property of vascular plants, soil or
rock, that describes the ease with which a fluid (usually water) can move through pore spaces or
fractures. It depends on the intrinsic permeability of the material and on the degree of saturation,
and on the density and viscosity of the fluid. 1 Here K = 1.
Specific Yield, symbolically represented as Sy, is a ratio, less than or equal to the effective porosity,
indicating the volumetric fraction of the bulk aquifer volume that a given aquifer will yield when all
the water is allowed to drain out of it under the forces of gravity2. In this region, the soil is sand
regolith type and accordingly the specific yield is taken as 0.01 (1%). This has been taken to be the
same for all the aquifers. It is possible to further refine the model by taking aquifer specific values.
To enable inclusion of dams in future, wherever two catchments connect, a dam with nil storage has
been included. The table dc_connect provides the linkages between streams/dams and catchments.
The table dd_connect defines how streams are connected to each other. The table farea defines the
area under forests in each sub region over a 20 year period. Similarly, varea and tarea define the
areas under vegetables/farming and under tea respectively.
Nitrate levels.
Emissions from human waste = 12 mg/person/day
Nitrate applied on tea = 500 kg/ha
Nitrate applied for vegetable farming = 1000 kg/ha
Ratio of Nitrates leaching from tea and vegetable fields = 0.1 mg/kg = 10-8
The table pop has the population data for each subregion for the twenty year period. There is an
annual increase of 2% per annum assumed for the population.
The table tourism defines the number of tourists who visit the area in each month for a twenty year
period. A growth rate of 10% per annum has been assumed here. The table tourprop defines the
proportion of tourist population in each subregion. Here it is assumed that the entire tourist
population is in subregion 1 which contains the Coonoor town.
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_conductivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specific_storage

2

The table vegstime defines the time period taken by each crop to grow.
The code of the simulation model is given as Annexure I. Please feel free to experiment with the
model and give your feedback at http://nilgiriswaterportal.in.

Annexure I – Freemat code for running the model
% The supporting text files called by the model are available at
% http://nilgiriswaterportal.in/?wpdmact=process&did=Ni5ob3RsaW5r.
% loading properties of catchment, aquifer and dams
c_area = load('c_area.txt');
a_pars = load('a_pars.txt');
d_pars = load('d_pars.txt');
% loading connectivity of catchments, aquifers and dams
dc_connect = load('dc_connect.txt');
dd_connect = load('dd_connect.txt');
ad_connect = load('ad_connect.txt');
ac_connect = load('ac_connect.txt');
% loading irrigation delta requirements for crops
load('vegdeltas1.txt');
load('vegdeltas2.txt');
load('vegdeltas3.txt');
% loading season time for each crop
vegstime = load('vegstime.txt');
% loading rainfall pattern
rain_pattern = load('rain_pattern.txt');
% loading land use data
load('farea.txt');
load('tarea.txt');
load('varea.txt');
% loading land use properties
load('lprops.txt');
% loading population and tourism data
load('pop.txt');
load('tourism.txt');
load('touprop.txt');
load('nitrate.txt');

% Defining some constant paramaters for length of month, years and number of years

mlength = 30;
nmonths = 12;
nyears = 20;
% domestic water norm in lpcd
dwnorm = 40;
% tourism water estimate in lpcd
twnorm = 100;
% Return flow for renewable uses
renfac = 0.8;
% number of seasons
nseason = 3;
% parameters for human nitrate limit in mg/l and fish nitrate limit in mg/l
humnitrlimit = 45;
fishnitrlimit = 300;

% number of catchments
nc= length(c_area);
% total number of days in a year
anndays = mlength*nmonths;
% defining parameters for dams - maximum storage, recharge coefficient and evaporation
coefficient
d_max_storage = d_pars(:,2);
d_recharge_coeff = d_pars(:,3);
d_evap_coeff = d_pars(:,1);
% number of dams
nd = length(d_max_storage);
% defining aquifer parameters - depth, breadth, length, K (conductivity), Sy (specific yield), area,
maximum storage and total area
a_depth = a_pars(:,3);
a_breadth = a_pars(:,2);
a_length = a_pars(:,1);
a_K = a_pars(:,4);
a_sy = a_pars(:,5);
a_area = a_breadth.*a_length;
a_max_storage = 0.5*a_area.*a_depth.*a_sy;

total_a = sum(a_area);
% number of aquifers
na = length(a_depth);

% assigning seasonal length of crops
for i = 1:na
for j = 1:nseason
season_time(i,j,1) = vegstime(i,j);
season_time(i,j,2) = vegstime(i,j+1);
end
end

% number of days of rain data
s = size(rain_pattern);
t_steps = nyears*nmonths*mlength;

% initializing outflows ands storage to 0
for j = 1:nd
d_outflow(1,j) = 0;
d_storage(1,j) = 0;
end
% initializing runoff and baseflow to 0
for j = 1:nc
c_runoff(1,j) = 0;
c_direct_runoff(1,j) = 0;
c_baseflow(1,j) = 0;
end
% initializing aquifer storage to maximum and aquifer usage to 0
for j = 1:na
a_storage(1,j) = a_max_storage(j);
a_usage(1,j) = 0;
end
% computing nitrate release from Tea and from humans
tfert = nitrate(2)*nitrate(4)/(nmonths*mlength*10000);
vfert = nitrate(3)*nitrate(4)/(nmonths*mlength*10000);
hnitr = nitrate(1)/1000;
i = 1;

% looping through years and months
for iyear = 1:nyears
% computing the total usage per day requirement from the aquifer
a_use_reqt_make;
% defining the catchment properties
c_props_make;
for imonth = 1:nmonths
for iday = 1:mlength
i = i + 1;
if( i > 1)
% computing inflow into dam
d_inflow(i,:) = transpose(dam_inflow(d_outflow(i-1,:),c_runoff(i1,:),dc_connect,dd_connect));
for j = 1:nd
% computing recharge, evaporation, storage and outflow for dam
d_recharge(i,j) = d_storage(i-1,j)*d_recharge_coeff(j);
d_evap(i,j) = d_storage(i-1,j)*d_evap_coeff(j);
d_storage(i,j) = min(d_storage(i-1,j) - d_recharge(i,j) - d_evap(i,j) +
d_inflow(i,j),d_max_storage(j));
d_outflow(i,j) = max(d_inflow(i,j) - d_max_storage(j),0);
end
% computing rainfall runoff and infiltration
[c_runoff(i,:) c_infil(i,:)]= rainfall_response(rain_pattern, i,c_area, c_runoff_coeff,
c_infil_coeff);
c_direct_runoff(i,:) = c_runoff(i,:);
c_baseflow(i,:) = 0;
% computing aquifer recharge
[a_storage(i,:),c_runoff(i,:),c_direct_runoff(i,:),c_baseflow(i,:)] =
catchment_aquifer_recharge(c_infil(i,:),ac_connect,c_runoff(i,:),c_direct_runoff
(i,:),c_baseflow(i,:),a_storage(i-1,:),a_max_storage,a_K,a_depth,a_length,a_breadth,a_sy);
% computing natural recharge

nat_recharge(i,:) = a_storage(i,:) - a_storage(i-1,:);
% computing the day of the year
day_reqt = mod(i,anndays)+1;

a_st = a_storage(i,:);
% computing actual usage from the aquifer

[a_storage(i,:) ,a_usage(i,:)]= aquifer_usage(a_storage(i,:), a_use_reqt(day_reqt,:));
% deficit calculation

for ina = 1:na
if(a_storage(i,ina)==0)
a_deficit(i,ina) = a_use_reqt(day_reqt,ina) - a_st(na);
end
end
% renewable use return to streams
ren_flow(i,:) = ren_prop(day_reqt,:).*a_usage(i,:);

% for artificial recharge
a_st = a_storage(i,:);
[a_storage(i,:) ,d_outflow(i,:)] =
dam_aquifer_recharge(d_recharge(i,:),ad_connect,d_outflow(i,:),a_storage(i,:),a_max_storage);
art_recharge(i,:) = a_storage(i,:) - a_st;
% Nitrate model
for ina = 1:na
% from Tea
nitfields(i,ina) = tarea(iyear,ina)*tfert;
% from Vegetation
nitfields(i,ina) = nitfields(i,ina) + varea(iyear,ina)*vfert;
% from Humans (habitations and tourists)

nithum(i,ina) = pop(iyear,ina)*hnitr + tourism(iyear,imonth)/mlength*hnitr;
end
end
end
end
end

% nitrate accumulation

% total nitrate from the river basin
% sub-basin being analyzed
basinid = 3;
%tot_nitfields = sum(nitfields,2);
%tot_nithum = sum(nithum,2);
tot_nitfields = nitfields(:,basinid);
tot_nithum = nithum(:,basinid);

accu_nitfields = 0;
accu_nithum = 0;
% computing total outflows from the river basin - from rain and from wastewater release
%oflowrain = d_inflow(:,5);
%oflowren = renfac*sum(ren_flow,2);
oflowrain = c_runoff(:,basinid);
oflowren = renfac*ren_flow(:,basinid);

for i = 1:length(nithum)
% total accumulated nitrate till date from fields and from humans
accu_nitfields = accu_nitfields+ tot_nitfields(i);
accu_nithum = accu_nithum + tot_nithum(i);
% if both natural flow and wastewater flow is happening
if((oflowrain(i)>0)&(oflowren(i)>0))
nitconc(i) = (accu_nitfields+accu_nithum)/(oflowrain(i)+oflowren(i))*1000;
accu_nitfields = 0;
accu_nithum = 0;
% only if wastewater flow is happening

elseif(oflowren(i)>0)
nitconc(i) = accu_nithum/oflowren(i)*1000;
accu_nithum = 0;
% if no flow is happening
else
nitconc(i) = 0;
end
end
% printing out results
printfreemat;

